Each gift comes with a story
And a dream ...

Leong Che-Hung
Distinguished Visiting Professorship in Leadership

Patrick S C Poon Professorship in Analytics and Innovation
Incumbent: Simon Hayfang

We hope this Endowed Professorship will bring the power of data-driven insights to bear. Shaping brave, well-founded, data-driven decisions will give fresh insights into our understanding of society.

Dr Patrick Poon

Ian Davies Professorship in Ethics
Incumbent: Simon S K Lam

This Professorship will impart all the qualities that our former Vice-Chancellor Professor Ian Davies exemplified: integrity, the spirit and principles of ethics, and the sharing of knowledge gained for the benefit of society.

A man of great honour, his legacy will rightfully be perpetuated through this Professorship.

 Executors of the Estate of Professor Ian Davies

Sein and Isaac Souede Professorship in Economic History
Incumbent: James S C Kong

We hope this Endowed Professorship will bring the power of data-driven insights to bear. Shaping brave, well-founded, data-driven decisions will give fresh insights into our understanding of society.

Sein and Isaac Souede

Ko Wong Wai Ching Wendy Professorship in Fluid Dynamics
Appointment to be announced

WENDY
MY CLASSMATE, MY LOVER, MY WIFE
MY ADVISOR, MY FRIENDER
MY LIFELONG COMPANION
FULLY UNDERSTOOD
THE IMPORTANCE OF FLUID DYNAMICS TO THE WORLD
EVEN TO THE UNIVERSE
NORMAN

Norman and Cecilia Yip

Norman and Cecilia Yip

Henry Cheng Professorship in International Law
Incumbent: Zhao Yan

Getting back to society has always been at the heart of my family. Hong Kong is an international city and international law is in action affecting every aspect of our life. With its unique position in China and Asia, Hong Kong is best placed to be Asia-Pacific’s international legal and dispute resolution centre. It is now for Hong Kong to take itself to the leading international law hubs in the world. I hope this Professorship will contribute to the maintenance of the rule of law and to Hong Kong’s place in the global legal environment.

Dr Henry Cheng

Antony and Nina Chan Professorship in Paediatric Immunology
Incumbent: Tu Wenzai

At the present of two young children, we clearly understand the importance of health and medical advancement for the next generation. We hope this Professorship can contribute to delivering effective immunological solutions for human disease.

Antony and Nina Chan

The University of Hong Kong has established a total of 116 Endowed Professorships since 2005. The Twelfth Inauguration of Endowed Professorships is held on March 20, 2019.